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If I get more money,
will that improve school
performance?
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Teacher Incentive Program to Improve
teacher quality and leadership
By Vince Dixon
Gwendolyn Brooks
While serving as Principal for a Day
at Orr High School, Mayor Daley announced
that the Chicago Public Schools (CPS) has
been awarded a $27 .5 million grant from the
U.S. Department of Education .
The grant, the largest federal grant CPS has
ever received, will be used to raise the
salaries of inner city teachers over the next
five years. CPS hopes that the incentive pay
w ill improve the leadership opportun1t1es
and higher classroom sk1lls wh1le also ra1sing
student test scores.
The merit pay also sees out to promote
interest in schools of struggling neighborhoods.
"I am pleased to announce this Teacher
Incentive Fund grant to the Ch~eago Public
Schools, which will encourage more expenenced teachers to work at high-poverty
schools where they can make a real difference in raising student achievement," says
U .S. Secretary of Education Margaret
Spellmgs.

Dunng the first year of the grant, 40 schools
wdl be chosen to participate in the program .
Ten of the schools will participate dur1ng the
2007-2008 school year. As the years
approaches, the remaintng schools will be
included.
Teacher bonuses will be based on improved
test scores and evaluations . PartiCipants w1ll
also receive higher pos1tions w1thtn their
school and become better involved With professional dec1s1on planntng
Such involvement 1s what Mayor Daley says IS
most important
" There IS nothtng more Important to our
schools than qual ity teachers," Mayor Daley
said . " We have excellent educators in schools
across the city. and this grant will help us
build on that strength by prov1dmg our
teachers With the support and leadership
opportunities they need and deserve "
Principals and other school staff wi ll also
receive bonuses based on student achievement. ·Schools of low tncome communities
are given priority when schools are chosen
for the program To be clig•ble , 75% of the
school 's faculty would have to 1mprove.
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NEW EXPRESSION PUBLISHING
ORGANIZATION
New Expression is made up of Chicago area teens learning journalism skills and committing to write rel~nt stones for their peers Youth Communication Is a non-proiit organization that publishes New Expression with the same mission smce 1976 of traimng students and publishmg an authentic teen voice.
EDITORIAL
New Expression welcomes reader's comments about stories expressed 1n this Issue and more Importantly stories that you would like covered. Please send yoor comments to our
fax 312 922 715 I or email us at Editor@NewExpression.org or Just give us a all at 312 922 71 SO with your name and school and contact infonnation.
Errors & Omissions - New Expression attempts to be factual and accurate in our reporting. Please contact us if you feel any infonnation does not meet this standard.
SUBSCRIPTIONS/DELIVERY
Student subscriptions are FREE by contacting us at Business@NewExpression.org and giving ws your name, school, mailing and email address.
New Expression is delivered FREE of charge to 215 schools, libraries and community organizations. Call our office at 312 922 7150 to arrange your drop-off.
General subscription rates are $5 per year paid in advance. Mall checks with address Information to Yooth Communication, clo Columbia College Ch1cago. 619 S. Wabash Ave..
Suite YC207, Chicago, IL 60605.
ADVERTISING
DISPLAY - Retallers can reach I 00,000 teens each month where they make decisions on spending millions of dollars for clothes, entertainment. or even to go to college. Rates
start as low as $1 00 per Insertion to $1 ,200 per page with discounts available. With each purchase, you will be given a banner ad on our web site.
CLASSIFIED - Youth are encoora&ed to buy and sell Items, personal ads, and job listings In print and on our web site - $2.50 for 5 lines per month Including our web site.
Entrepreneur business ads (5 llnes/30 words) are FREE.

Call Phil Costello at 3 12 922 7150 to find out how you can advertise with New Expression.
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U .S. award to Jones a I st for CPS high schools
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BY ROSALIND ROSS
Education Reporter
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Jones College Prep in the South Loop has become the first Chicago
public high school to receive a federal Blue-Ribbon School award in
the 24-year history of the academic honor.
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The selective-enrollment school won for posting dramatic testscore improvement with a largely low-income population.
Jones Principal Donald Fraynd noted that last year, when Jones
zoomed from No. 17 to No. 8 in the state in the Sun-Times annual
high school rankings, it had the largest percentage of low-income
kids -- nearly 61 percent -- among Illinois' I 00 highest-sconng public
h1gh schools.
"I think the award JUSt recogntzes that any student, regardless of
background, can achieve to a high level, if put in the right environment," Fraynd said.

75 percent to 90 percent among African-Ame rican students, and
from 82 percent to 94 percent among Hispanic students.
Jones was among 49 high schools nationally t o receive the 2006
U.S. Department of Education award. Scho ols are nominated by
state departments of education.
"It's a hugely impo rtant milestone," said Chicago Public Schools
CEO Arne Duncan.
Jones uses common teacher planning periods to enco urage collegial
brainstorming, a suite of ACT tests to track student growth and
identify weaknesses, and "differentiated" lessons to provide challenging work for all levels of kids.
The school values its diversity. It's a third Hispanic, 30 percent
black, a quarter white, 14 percent Asian and I0 percent special education.
Said Fraynd: "O ne of the big reasons people come to Jones is for all
the different kinds of people here."

'Hugely important milestone'
rrossi@sunt imes.com
Over the last five years in readtng, the number of Jones students
passing state tests has nsen from 79 percent to 87 percent overall,
from 78 percent to 88 percent among low-income students, from

Sitting up straight is
bad!
Remember when your mother told you to sit up straight or you'll get a
hump~ Well, a study done by Scottish Researchers at Woodend Hospital in
Aberdeen, Scodand shows that sitting at a 135 degree angle as you would
in a La-z Boy chair is the best position for your back. Researchers used a
positional MRI scanner to collect 1mages from 22 healthy volunteers with
no history of back pam or surgery.The scanner allowed patients to move •
around, the opposite of a usual MRI where the patient isn't allowed to
move and has to lie flat. This type of MRI permits scientists to observe
how different body positions affect the back, spine, and the affect of an
upright posture. The volunteers posed in three different sitting positions,
and researchers determined Sitting at 135 degree angle was the best. At a
I 35 degree angle, your body is in the most natural positions similar to
your body floating in water. Although sitting at this angle minimizes stress
to the discs, it is not always achievable when working.You can remedy this
by keeping your feet on the floor and raising the chair to increase the
angle between the thighs and back. Researchers state that though this
position helps decrease stress, it is never good to stay in one position for
a large amount of time.

This story was originally printed on November
30, 2006 in the Suntimes
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By Lori Moody
Curie High School

Big jam 7 Concert
A long awaited concert for many,
Big Jam is the annual event hosted by Chicago's WGCI radio station and Pepsi. The show features artists such as Omarion,
NE-YO, Yung Joe, Pretty Ricky,
and many more.
Located at All State Arena,
Rosemont, I L
Thursday December 28, 2006 at
7:00PM.

"A Christmas Carol"
This timeless story of Christmas
and the gift of sharing are playing
at the Goodman Theatre. The
Goodman Theatre puts on "A
Christmas Carol" annually with
attractive and state of the art
stage props. Also, the acting is
great, which is a big plus. Student
discounts are available.
Located @ 170 N. Dearborn St.,
Chicago
November 17-December 30, 2006

Jacllatsl

Box Office: 312.443.3800
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Ice Rink at
Millennium Park
What better way
to set off the holiday than skating
Downtown in
Millennium Park
with the city's
grand lights display? This rink is
family friendly and fun for your
whole group.
Free Admission. Skate rentals
price:$7
Located @ 55 North Michigan
Avenue.

firework displays happening all
a"?und the Chicago area, but the
Ronald McDonald New Year's Eve
Bash looks promising. Fire works
begin at 7pm for the kids, but a
final display of the natural man
made fire power is at the stroke
of midnight, and there will be
another display for those who
have other plans on New Year's
eve on January I st at 7pm. Oh
yeah, did I mention that it' s free?
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you looking for someng to do on
New Year's
Eve? The city is hosting a fireworks display at Buckingham
Fountain to kick off the New
Year with a big bang. There will
be music and more. The celebration begins at I 0 pm with
fireworks. Free.
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Ronald McDonald's New
Year's Eve Bash at Navy
Pier
December 3 I st, 2006
There will probably be several
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LOYOLA
UNIVERS IT Y CH I CAGO

J 0 U R N A LI S M

GET A SUPERIOR EDUCATION
IN THE HEART OF CHICAGO
• Study journalism at Loyola ranked a top nat1onal university by U.S. e vs & World Report,
and re:s.pected by med1a and emp ayers acros:s. Chicago and worldwide.
• Learn professional journalism skills at Loyola s Water Tower Campus, off Ch1cago s
Magmficent Mile, do:s.e to media, busme~s and culture.
• Gain hands on experience through available internships.
• Develop a reportmg spectality m busmess, education, pollt1cal science, religion or in any
of Loyoli,'s 69 undergraduate mmors.
• Cultivate problem solving c1bil1tics w1th councs on ethic.s and v lues.
LOYOL~
..

IVisit: www.Iuc.edu/learn more13
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Powerful Voices, Powerful Missions,
and all through the Power of Children

0

By Sharonda Underwood
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You have heard of telethons, fund raisers, and the sad looking TV
commercials for the organization Feed the Children. But have you
heard of a concert event recorded and viewed internationally by a
group of young people for the cause? Well, that's the type of concert I
attended in November at Christ Universal Temple. The featured choir
was known but the one and only Walt Whitman and the Soul Children
of Chicago. They sung numerous songs that from the beginning had the
people on their feet. Everyone was praising God and cheering them on
as the "Stomp"ed the house down and took us on a vacation to the
island of Jamaica "mon," through song. This first segment of the TV taping is to air in December for the Feed the Children event and the second half, which was dedicated to Christmas with Christmas decor and
Christmas carols, in December 2007. By 9 o'clock I had had enough
and needed to go home to finish up some homework, however they
did not complete the taping until about ten that night. Nonetheless, I
left the concert refreshed and with a new outlook on life.
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"My purpose and vtsion 1s to education the
mmds, elevate the spmts and 1/lummate the
souls of our chtldren and audiences
worldwtde," says Mr. Whttman.
25 years ago, Mr. Whitman opened the doors of his choir to young
fervent, God-loving and God-seeking youth who loved to sing. This
choir has grown phenomenally, seeing as how it originated as a
Catholic choir having concerts at St. John De LaSalle High School. They
perform all over the world to countries like Brazil and Israel, as their
way of "Reaching the Nations," the name of their 2005 released album.
He never would have guessed that they would be the most inspiring
and recognized youth choir in the world.
I happened to get the chance to talk to a couple of the members,
Sonya Curtis and Jordan Ross, and to Mrs. Shirley Whitman, the
Director's mother. Mrs.Whitman informed me of the history of the
choir and even gave me a few of the stars that they have performed
with, at least those that she could think of at the moment. They were
Neil Diamond,Vickie Winans, R. Kelly, Mavis Staples, Kirk Franklin, several presidents, and at a Black History event hosted by Oprah Winfrey
herself. The girls had something totally different for me to talk about.
Jordan, IS year-old, joined the Soul Children about a year ago. "I joined
the choir because singing is a big part of my life and my mother always
said that me and my sisters should use our talents for the Lord and
something productive. So, I figured this choir was perfect and would
surround me with people I share similar interests that are around my

age and who I can praise freely with." I asked Jordan what the most
exciting event in the past was for her and the most exciting event coming for them in the future." I would say the trip to Biloxi, Mississippi
was the best. We sang for Hurricane Katrina victims." She said that the
reaction of the people lifted her up and made her feel good about herself knowing that she was blessed by God to be in the position she is
in today. Sonya, freshman at Columbia College, was asked the same
questions. Sonya joined in the eighth grade though and like Jordan
needed something productive to do with her time and talents.

"/ guess I can say the Soul Children changed my ltfe and Jt
helped bring me closer to God."
Her most exciting performance just happened to be her very first
performance, which was held at the Arie Crown Theater. "I could think
was that all the people I love have been on this stage," says Sonya. It
was new and fun to her. Like Jordan, both girls are looking forward to
the world traveling the choir is supposed to do in the upcoming summer.
If you would like to get info on how to donate or be apart of the
Walt Whitman and the Soul Children of Chicago, you can call at 773)
881-8120.

Soul Children of Chicago
P.O. Box 201247
Chicago, IL 60620
Ph: (773) 881-8120
Attention: Walter Whitman

REPORT CARD FOR YOUR SCHOOL
Submit your "Report Card" with 6 grades to HYPERLINK "mailto:Editor@NewExpression.org"
Editor@NewExpression.org by January 15, 2007. The school submitting the most report cards will be featured in the next issue of NEW EXPRESSION.

1. EDUCATION Consideration: Courses offered at our school will help me be successful in preparing for my career choice.
Teachers challenge me to do my best but are also fair and supportive. They know me personally and encourage me to develop my individual potential to the best of my ability.

A

C

D

F

COMMENT ________________________________________

2. STUDENT VOICE Consideration: Principal and faculty ask us about what's bothering us and discuss new policies that
affect us. When decisions are made, they explain their logic and listen to our feedback and concerns.

A
COMMENT: ________________________________________

3. FOOD SERVICE Consideration: Food is good with wide variety of choices and served well. Food is healthy but not
nasty. Cafeteria has space and we are allowed time to enJOY our meals.

F
COMMENT:

4. SPORTS & ACTIVITIES Consideration: We have many opportunities to play sports and participate in other activities
at school. Our coaches and advisors are knowledgeable and give us a fair chance to participate. Equipment is functional and
facilities are well maintained.

A

8

c

D

F

COMMENT ________________________________________

5. SECURE, SAFE & CLEAN Consideration: School is safe from violence and negative outside elements. Staff security is competent and diligent about upholding school security standards without denymg our personal liberty and rights.

B
COMMENT ________________________________________

6. POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION PLANNING Consideration: Faculty does a good job of preparing me to be
successful in a career of choice at a good college. Counselors are well-informed and allow me time to discuss important
options that give me the best chance to success after high school.

D
COMMENT ________________________________________
Name ____________________________ Grade
School ______________________________ Date

F

New Expression School Essay Contest:
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Question of the month

Are School D iscipline Codes Working?

-

JUDGING CRITERIA
LEAD- assertive, clear, and concise. Writer demonstrates deep understanding of the issue.
ARGUMENT- persuasive, objective tone, fact-based. Writer conveys broad knowledge of topic.
REBUTIAL - considers merits of opposite points of view. Writer challenges alternative positions through evaluation.
CONCLUSION- summarizes key points in essay. Writer conveys benefits of position taken in logical and compelling manner.
STYLE- writer employs proper grammar, spelling and punctuation. The essay can be easily read by students.

AWARDS
The winning entries will receive $100 and each runner-up will receive $50 each. Winning essays will be printed in
the next issue of New Expression.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Applic ants must be under 20-years-old and e nrolled in a Chic ago school. Essays must be less than 400 words.
Hand-writte n applic ants will not be c onsidered .

All entries are due by January 15, 2007 and must be submitted with a cover note/letter identifying:
Applicant's Full Name, Home Address, City, State and Zip Code
Phone Number, Email Address, Age, Grade
School, English Teacher or Journalism advisor (if available)

Submit your cover note and essay via:
Email: editor@newexpression.org or Fax: 312-922-7151
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Probably some New Years resolutions I have Is to probably get a Job,
learn to ride a Unicycle, and maybe to stop using the computer so
much. Personally I think New Yea..-s Resolutions are kind of ridiculous.
People set these expectations and try to changed themselves which Is
usually really unneccessary. I don't usually set New Yea..-s Resolutions.
If you have something you ·genuinely want to achieve or change, then
why have It be a New Year..s Resolution, Instead of Just a gooal that
you really foucs on completlngl Resolutions are kind of fun but I don•t
think anyone should take themserlously.
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Well, you know as a student tt•s a lot of things to consider when pickIng out some New Years resolutions such as school, Jobs,etc. A slogan I
had last year for football was to kill or be killed. In other words, do
your best or get ran over, and then my thing for money Is "big money
or no money", which basically means don't settle for the little things;
go for the highest goals. I apply these slogans to my llfel. I'd like to get
a higher GPA and get a better job, also to keep Improving my game In
football. Oh and I hope for less drama this upcoming year.

My New Years resolution Is to finish my stories I've been working on,
and to probably tell my mom about my new boyfriend. In general, I
believe In New Years
resolutions because you have to be motivated, and those people tend
to hold on to their resolutions. Other people are Just lazy and give up.

I don't really have any New Years resolutions because I don't keep up
with them. Some that I did have was to stop eating a lot of junk food
but I didn't carry that
one out. I think New Years resolutions depend on the person. Like If
they are really determined to do It then they should, but people like
me don't really keep
up with them.

I'll try to keep my word about doing better In school and write more
plays and stories. The thing about New Years resolutions Is that you
keep them for the first
couple of months and then a month later It pops up In the back of
your head and you're like "Hey, I was suppose to do that!"
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TESS Skilicare
By Whitney Helm
Yo ung Women's Leade rship C hart er
Scho ol
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By Adriana Woods
North Lawndale College Prep
Teen pregnancy is a huge thing in the United
States so I decided to see how it feels to be a
teen mom. Well the reason why I decided to do
teen pregnancy because I thought it was an interesting fact and a lot of people I know have kids
and there not even sixteen years old. The United
States has higher rate of teen pregnancy then
China and Japan who together has more then six
billion people in population.
The reason I why I believe teens should not
get pregnant because majority teens can not handle it. Being a teen mother is very difficult because
some teens have no one to help them out. I don't
believe teens know what they are getting themselves into and the responsibly that they are faced
with. Teens are not ready for pregnancy physically,
emotionally, and mentally.
Another reason why teens are not ready for
pregnancy is because they are too young to take
care of a child. They can not take care of a child
because they are still children and they depend on
their parents. I also believe parents should sit
down and talk to their kids about sex and the out
come because it only takes three minutes of
pleasure, nine months of pain, eighteen years of
raising and a lifetime regret.
T.H.I.N.K., Things Happen If No Knowledge.
Think about it; are you ready to be a mother and
give up your life to take care of someone else? It's
hard to take care of someone when you want to
hang out side with your friends instead your taking care of a child. So think before you give up
your life.
In conclusion, being a teen parent is not what
you want to be because it is not easy. Being a teen
mother is not a road you want to take because
this means that you have shorten your goals and
you just put your dreams on hold for the next
eighteen years. So before you have sex, think
about whether or not you want to risk getting
pregnant or not.

Have you searched for a skincare
line to get rid of the pimples on your face?
Well, the solution may be at your local
Sephora store.
Teens Everyday Skincare System
(TESS) is quickly becoming the new t een
fad. TESS was created by Susan Shand and
her friends after feeling a void for a skincare line that would help their teenage
daughters.
"I felt a need to create something
for my daughter and her friends. I searched
for years to find a natural based skincare
regimen that could help her learn how to
take better care of her skin. I wanted them
to feel better about themselves through
self-care. TESS was developed out of frustration (there was nothing out there) and
love (I wanted the best for my daughter).
The more mothers we spoke to, the more
we realized that the feel ing was universal.
The more teens we talked to, the more
they told us what they wanted. They helped
create this line. Everything requestedfrom the scents to no animal testing to the
product names-came from the teens," said
Shand.
Using her former experience as a
marketing editor of Teen Magazine, she
began to build TESS. TESS uses natural
ingredients and stresses the importance of
proper skincare, which includes staying
away from adult products.
'The skin of teens and adults are
entirely different and has different needs.
Sometimes using products for older skin
can cause problems. The products can be
too strong for young skin. They can cause

dryn ess, breako uts and increase oil production." said Shand.
It's important to start healthy skincare early. Oftentimes if you begin early you
can avoid tro uble later on. Your skin goes
through changes as yo ur body develops.
" By gett ing a head start with a good
skincare routine, you can avoid skin damage
from the sun and elements, skin cancer,
[an d) o ther skin issues including acne and
wrinkles later in life" said Shand.
T ESS products contain unique
paraben-free blends of nature's finest ingredients including Aloe Vera gel, Lavender oil,
ext ract s of chamomile, green tea, hibiscus
Flower, comfrey, white willowbark, lemon
peel, apple, and straw berry, to name a few.
TESS has an advi sory panel, which
derived from the founders asking mothers
and daughters what they wanted in a product. The T ESS Advisory Panel consists of
girls ages 13-17 from across the country,
who he lp the company with everything
from naming products, choosing scents,
packaging designs, and marketing strategies.
TESS not only helps improve teens' skin,
but it also strives to encourage them.
"I hope to make a difference in the
lives of teens. They often battle with low
self-esteem and I wanted to find a way to
make them fee l better about themselves.
All of our products feel good, smell amazing, make their skin look and feel better, and
our packaging inspires them with messages
of strength and empowerment." Shand said.

Stuff the Turkey, N t Yourself:
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www.dietbites.com/holiday-diet-

2001 IFI I Chicago White Sox
fatherhood Essay Contest

• Each s·udent 1s asked o wr te a 250 wcr (or ess
essay on t11e 1 eme ··vvnat My Fatne~ Means o Me.·
des nb ·1g ·,e r relat•onstuo ,lith the r ·atr er cr father
ftgure Fatt'er t,gures ca•1 nc!uae. uncles. bro!hers,
coa I es, 01 other pe'sons o• 11 ' ue·1ce to tl e student.
• Each Siuden •..vii rece1ve a O~<t f ca e of ParttCJpa• on as
wei as coupons for ott er pr zes. Ea"tl studen •..vtll
also t A. e a chanc8 to wu1 a $ ,()(X) Bngr Start college
scholarsn p and an t'Wttat en io the May 200 l Faces of
Fa herhood Celemat on at S Ce lulm Reid
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• Essay con·~~~ nne .ab v.. l JVdil9t)le on tne 111
Nove nbet at www.4fathers.org . . .ook for ematls to
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s~.. 100 s
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• ltte contest offica ly t)CQ' son Oecerroer 1, 2006 a·I(J
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Fl otfice 1 o I ter tnan Fnday rvarch 9. 2007.

Thank you for ParticiPatine!
The Essay Contest IS run in partnership
wtlh the Illinois State Soard of Education.
the Chicago Public Schools, the Office of
Catholic Education. Archdiocese of
Ch1cago and the Natrona! Center
for Fathering
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Most people have heard the old sayings, "Hard work pays off," and ''If at
first you don't succeed, try again."
Alexis Warnick knows first-hand the
value of these truisms because today
the I 7 -year-old owns her own business.
Warnick, a senior at South Shore
School of Entrepreneurship, began
designing her business concept about
two years ago while attending the
Institution for Entrepreneurship

(I.E.E.). an after school program. Her
business, Mrnd Behrnd the Photo,
focuses on unique photography and
tee-shirt design .
"I've always been interested 1n photography," Warnick says. " But I took
a strong interest when learning about
entrepreneurship in the I.E.E. Small
Business Ownership Program ."
The articulate senior says her rnterest became even stronger when she
learned that she could apply her

NikonFM10

artistic skills to her own business .

a.

Warnick's photographic work is
already being noticed by professionals. Her photos of local boxer James
Allen are featured in Yep! Magazine
(Nov. 2006) , including the magazine's
cover photo.
She says her work is unique and that
she makes a conscious effort not to
duplicate any one else's style.
Warnick is also concerned with
pleasing her customers. She advises
other young business owners to
"keep trying until you meet your customers ' expectations."
The young business owner says that
being an entrepreneur has not affected her social life because has learned
to set priorities and boundaries. "If
you do what you need to do, when
you need to do it, then it's no problem," says Warn ick.
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"I had to step outside my boundaries," Warn1ck says.
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She would like to increase her photography experience and attend
Columbia College Chicago.
Warnick's advice to anyone with
doubts about a successful entrepreneurship is "All it takes IS an rdea to
make something happen ."
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Warnick advises other youth who
mrght be considenng becoming an
entrepreneur to "Get your main idea
together and set yourself some
goals."
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Fgr Teens Who 'Think
They Know Everythlrig!
12 Things teens should !mow about
peer pressure, sex, parents, health & everything else.
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By Nikita Burns
Morgan Park
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Requiring a 4,000 word research paper and a m1ntmum of ISO hours of
participation in extracurricular acovltles and communtty services, the lnternaoonal
Baccalaureate Program encourages students to be acove learners, well-rounded
individuals and engaged world citizens.
Although The International Baccalaureate Program (I B) 1s one of the most Widely
recognized pre-umvers1ty educational programs 1n the world, surpnsingty. many
teens know nothing about it. According to the International Baccalaureate
Organization (lBO), the program was founded 1n 1968 and works With 1,895
schools 1n 124 countries to develop and offer three challengmg programs co over
487,000 students ages 3 to 19 years
Furthermore, the program consiSts of three programs, mclud1ng the primary years
program, the middle years program. and the diploma program The Primary Years
Program 1s for pupils ages 3 ro 12 and focuses on the development of the whole
child m the classroom and 1n the world outs1de The M1ddle Years Program, for
pupils ages I I ro 16, provides a framework of academic challenge and life slolls.
ach1eved through embracing and cranscending tradrtional school subjects.The
Diploma Program for students ags 16 ro 19 1s a demand1ng two-year cumculum
leading ro final exarrunations and a quaJificaoon that Is welcomed by lead1ng unJversrties around the world.
Each program 1ncludes an intense cumculum, student assessment appropnate to
the age range, professional development for teachers. and a process of school
authorization and evaluation. The IB D1ploma Program IS. however, the most valued
Successfu!IB D1ploma cand1dates are typically granted advanced placement cred1t
at the finest univers10es and colleges in the nation Students who paroc1pate 1n the
enore diploma program are acovely engaged 1n a ngorous liberal an:s curriculum
Currently. more than one-third of IB programs are located 1n the United States.
where the number of students 1n the program has tripled 1n the last I0 years. In
Illinois, there are 32 schools that have either the M1ddle Years Program or the

D1ploma Program Schools such as Roald Amundsen High School. William Howard
Taft H1gh School, Morgan Park H1gh School, Locke Elementary School, Hyde Park
Academy. and Curie Metropolitan High School are all IB World Schools.
Vannessa Waters, a 7 year old IB Diploma Senior at Morgan Park High School
sa1d. "The IB program IS a great opportunity because of the International accreditation, but does not allow swdents to branch out soctally...

In response ro the ISOlation problem that the students seem to have. Edna Brown,
the lnternaoonal Baccalaureate Coord1naror at Morgan Park High said, "IB students should be flex1ble and mature enough to move through other social groups.
The program IS the best that a high school student can get 1nvofved With."
Recently th1s past Ocrober at Morgan Park H1gh School, the IB D1ploma Program
began B1g Siblings. Little S1bhngs Program, wh1ch was created to provtde help and
gu1dance for IB freshmen who may be havmg trouble adjusong to the curriculum
and the h1gh school 1n general.
Meanwhile, the program IS soli develop1ng. IB sentors were pa1red With IB freshmen and had a bnef meeong The program has s1nce failed to progress IB freshmen were lookmg forward to the program but as a d1sappomtment nothing has
cransp1red
Ms. Edna Brown sa1d."ln the near future, the program may get moving and actually
be beneficial to IB freshmen at Morgan Park H1gh School "

International Baccalaureate Organization http://www.ibo.org/

By: Camille J. Villegas
Clemente High School

Harris Fellows is a student led orgamzation that g1ves $2,500 grants to organizations and schools that are planning to start student led programs
Ken Hunter, principal at Prosser High School, started the conference With
empowering words to teens of Chicago and Nashville. By the end of the conference, the youth felt equipped to be vigorous leaders for the future

..

Students from Clemente High School's Youth Empowerment Committee,
Curie Forefront, Kenwood Academy's Brotherhood, Roosevelt's Student
Council and Voices of Students from Senn High School were all grantees from
last year's conference. These leadership programs attended the conference to
reveal proven strategies, which they used W1th 1n the1r schools and communities.
Many other student orgamzat1ons also attended the event mclud1ng Purple
Ram, Just Us Fellas, Teens Making a Change (TMAC), and many more.
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Sade Scott, also an IB senior at Morgan Park H1gh School feels that. the IB program IS overrated.
" I could have taken Advanced Placement Classes outside of IB They make it seem
that you will automaocally get a full scholarship. but that IS not true. I am coo isolated and With the same students all the orne."

See Students Leading, Learning, & Living
Students were leading, learmng. and livmg at the Harns Fellows
Student Leadersh1p Conference, Saturday, November 18, 2006 at Harold
Washington College.

u

Purple Ra1n JS an orgamzatJon for teen g1rls who have been phys1cally and verbally abused. It and Just Us Fe llas demonstrated how any orgamzat1on can "flip
the scnpt" and use multimedia to create positive public serv1ce announcements co combat the problem and draw attenuon . TMAC prov1ded the perspective of relevance, ngor. and relat1onsh1ps from the students' pomt of v1ew
The session focused on how to strengthen rebuonsh1ps between students
w1th1n school
Teachers and adult alhes for student programs attended the "Workmg
Effectively w1th Student Leaders" workshop. In the workshop. the adults participated 1n role plays They were g•ven a problem and were required to come
up w1th a solution
" Everythmg was greac. my peers and I came together m a profess1onal environment and we learned from each other I had never expenenced something l1ke
that." Sa1d Anthony Aguinaldo from Clemente High School

For more Informa t ion a bout Harris Fellows you can contact
Jon Schmidt at jjschmldt@cps.k ll.ll.u s.
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By Cynthia Collins
Our Lady ofTepeyac High School
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Art, drama, and music have lead
children on the paths of exploring as well
as discovering themselves. Educators are
the keys to every child dreams, from
teaching them to think outside the box,
from multiplying their dreams. Our educational system are Planning on taking Art,
drama and music out of the school systems to save more money inside the
schools. Educators are contradicting their
places in every child lives by not giving
them the opportunity to define, create
change and test themselves to unlimited
heights; and raising the stakes of drop out
rates.
Maybe people are right when they make
the statement saying, the world is all
about money and not about helping others. Yes taking these extra curricular activities out of the learning environment will
provide more money for other things
such as better computers in a school or
possible better construction if needed.
These things are never the less important
but the construction of the school and
the technology inside a computer is not
what makes a child pursue to his or her
greatest heights. It is the educators and
the things that help the child define their
own definition of pursuance. Having a
class that directs a child into defining
themselves, such as, art are one of the
goals of the school system. In art a child
receives the advantages of creating their
own world, which steers them into possibly create change in the world around
them.Art also allows a child to see the
world through other peer's eyes and
began to understand other people of different cultures and other races. Having
art in high school, gives the children early
advantages to having a tool, to begin to
test their own world before college.
Taking Art out the schools system will
delete a child ability to imagine their

prospect ivies on the world.
It is one thing to imagine your
world, but to be able to live it on action
is outstanding. Drama gives you the outstanding opportunity to have situations
and find your way out of them. Drama
also ~u become anything you want to
be and giving you a backbone of confident. These are the things kids need in
high school. They need strong personalities, confidents, wit and to under go selfreflection. Colleges want to see a child
who has these things. These are the things
that can make a child independently successful. Teaching a child is great but for a
child to have confident in what they do
are what makes them excel. Drama also
allows a child to develop their personality
finding out what they like and what they
do not. To be a child and able to find what
you want to do in life before college is
wonderful thing and saves money for
them and their family. Taking drama out of
the schools system will be a lack of a
child finding confident and not be afraid
of using it.
The educators believe that taking money
away from extra curricular activities such
as drama, art, and music they can put
money more into English, math, history
and science. They feel these are the things
that tie together and will help a child in
the real world. This is a true belief but to
a certain existent. True is, that half the
things you learn in high school will not be
remembered by the time of graduation or
in the real world. It is all depending on
what field a person wants to go into.
Many kids stick to the statement of all
you need to know in the real world is to
count your money, know how to read,
and know your rights. Extra curricular
activities tie in with everything to. That's
why they should keep music in the

schools system. Music has always been
known to bring different cultures and
races and people of different ideals
together. Music is just as important as
English. Both are dealing with poetry and
writing. English is writing on paper and
music is writing with tunes to define usually the setting of what the writer is trying to say or express. Music brings understanding through its tunes. Music helps
people come more in touch with some of
their five senses. It allows you to feel
what you are hearing and touch emotionally what you are feeling. Taking music out
of the schools system will lessen the student coming together as a team.
Educators teach children to think for
themselves and use what they learn to
apply them themselves. They also are one
of the key components outside of the
community and living environment to
encourage kids. The Educating system will
be failing the children if their plans are to
take art, drama, and music out of the
schools. Each one of these extra curricular activities shares a major part in every
Childs life. All the extra curricular activities teaches a child to have confident,
enter act with people at of different
views, races and cultures, and help some
to began to construct their careers at
early ages. These are thing that need to be
in school not taken out. Extra curricular
activities are the things that make up a
school and Things College look for. These
extra curricular activities build a child
emotionally and mentally. These are the
areas an educator should stand and
encourage a child not look, ~nd take it
away. If a educator take away art, drama
and music than it is believed children will
show lest interest in schools and want to
drop out or put forth less effort to
excelling.
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Alphawood Foundation
Brinson Foundation
Columbia College Chicago
Field Foundation of Illinois
Mayer and Morris Kaplan Family Foundation
Roosevelt University

William C . Bannerman Foundation
Chicago High School Redesign Initiative
Dow Jones Newspaper
Illinois Arts Council
Albert J. Pick. Jr., Fund
Travelers Insurance
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"Editor"
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William Blair Foundation
Columbia's Center for Community Arts Partnerships
Willett Foundation

Francis Be1dler Foundation
Northee-ust

"Reporter"
Chicago Tribune Foundation
Christ Church Benevolence Fund
William D. Frost
Lake County Press
Carlette McMullan
Annette B. Peck

Henry Chandler
Cram's Ch1cago Busmess / Dav1d Blake, publisher
Kenosha News I 1335 Foundation
Loyola University
j1m McMullan
Worktng for Togetherness

and all our other anonymous donors and "Subscnber" sponsors.

THANKS!

Please accept our smcere apolog1es 1f your name or orgamzatton was om1tted or m1sspelled

BOARD OF DIRECTORS and ADVISORY COUNCIL
Todd Adams, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Giovanna Breu, People Magazine (ret1red}
Jerry F1eld, Illinois Institute ofTechnology
William D Frost , Canadian Pac1fic Newsprint (retired}
Chuck Krugel,
Human Resources attorney
John Marshall, Bowater USA
Royce Miles, Milwaukee Journal Sentmel
Annette Peck, Council of lnt'l Programs (CIP) (retired)
Tracey Robinson-English, Ebony/Johnson Publishtng
Cassandra Selby, Travelers Insurance

Charles Boyce. MAE/johnny Communications
Joe Cappo, DePaul Un1vers1ty
Manssa Ftlippo, Ch1cago High School Redes1gn Initiative
Laura Knight Lynn, PRISM Community Institute
Isaac Lewis, North lawndale Community News
John Marquardt , Transwestern
Layton Olson , Howe & Hutton
Russell Pryor. Dolins, Dolins & Sonnsky,
Debra Ross Northern TruSt
April Uhlir, Design Angel

To learn how you can support youth literacy and journalism,
please contact Phil Costello at 3 12 922 71 SO or email at phllc@youth-comm.org
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by David Hughes

SOCRATES I IF SANTA .
GIVES ME COAL THIS
YEAR, I U.. MELT THE
NORTH POLE WITH IT!
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HOLD ON-ITS NOT
CHRISTMAS
YET!

IT APPEARS SO. I GUESS ILL HAVE TO DO SOMETHING SO
HORRIBLE THAT SANTA WILL HAVE SUCH AN INSANE
VENDETTA THAT HELL MOVE CHRISTMAS EARLIER JUST TO
PUNISH ME. GENIUS!

Y KNOW,
SANTA
GETS LESS
GULLIBLE
OVER THE
YEARS.
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BY MARTELL MoRROW AND
CHRISTOPHER PEGUES
SOUTH SHORE H.S.
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Rap duo, Bennett "Laze" and
justin "Royal" Talmage Armstrong of
lXL, are "bustln"' out with a new CD,
"Neighborhood Rapstar", in January,
2007. The adorable twins, who have
been songwritlng slftce the age of ten,
have recently signed on with Tommy
Boy Entertain~ "emerging as the
next generation of teen superstars to
capture the spotlight in the hip hop
arena." "Neighborhood Rapstar" Is
about the lives of two courageous young
men who overcame adversity and used
their music to bring their fans together.
They have received massive amounts of
airplay with their singles, "Kissing
Game", "Kitty Kat", and "Hustle's
Gone", just to name a few. These two
young men are ready to showcase their
talent around the world. Fortunately,
NE was able to talk with them about
their success, their friends, their cancer
sickened, yet supportive, mother, their
influences, their motivation, and much
much more.

Tywanna: Where are you guys from?
Laze: We're fro m LA., born and raised.
We've been in North Hollywood for three
and a half years.

Tywanna: Do you have any siblings?
Royal C ity:Yes, we have a half sibling from my
mom's fi rst marriage.We have a brother in
Texas who's twenty-three. We have a sister;
she's like forty, who lives in Chicago. We don't
know her. We have other brothers in Texas
we don't know, but we know we have them.
**lXL site: Who's the oldest, Laze or
Royal?
RC: I'm the older one so I get all of the privileges. He's (Laze) still a baby so I get to boss
him around.
L: Not at all. He's the older man, but by only
two minutes, so, you know, we were born
two minutes apart.
RC: So, I get two minutes more of privileges,
love from the ladies.

T: Was it easy for you growing up?
L: I would definitely not say easy. Our mom
got diagnosed with cancer at a really young
age. We were young when she was diagnosed

by Tywana Lesley
with cancer in the brain. We raised ourselves
almost. She could not walk. It was hard, especially not having a father. It was just us two;
we had to teach ourselves right from wrong.
We saw so many things. In 2004, our mom
was diagnosed with cancer again and then a
third time about seven months ago. Th'ey said
she was going to die. That was about siX
months ago; she's still here. She's at home
right now bedridden, but she's staying positive
and she's very supportive. She always wants
to know what's going on; she be at home
wearing the 2XL t-shirts. She put just as
much in our career as we did.

T: How are you able to continue your educa·
t ion, while in the music industry?
L:We're home-schooled right now. We're
with a program called the City of Angels.
We've been with them for two or three
years.
T: Do you plan to attend col~e?
L: Yes, definitely, without a doUbt. We both
want to go to UCLA and major in business
mark~ing.

T: Do you have time to communicate with
your friends?
RC: It's relllly hard, to tell you the truth.
Prior to our success, we were Rke in a clicl
of 40 people. A lot of people did not understand when we couldn't go a lot of places.A
lot of friends have babies; a lot of them are
on drugs. We have to be focused. We stay in
the studio until five in the morning. We still
have o ur main fOur friends who have been
there from the Start.

pursue your
RC: Probably, all around, being a real teenager and being away from our mom.

T: How did you start your music career~
L: We started recording by ourselves, passing
out our CDs in the rain. In 2003, we were
signed to a production company. We've been
in a magazine. We threw out songs to the
radio. We were doing mix tapes. We threw a
llcord out in Ri>ruary/ March. We sold
records independently. We got sig ~n our
birthday,April 2nd.
**lXL site: What's it like being signed to
Tommy Boy Records?
RC: Getting signed to Tommy Boy, it's a crazy
feeling because we young in this rap game and
now we're a part of a label that has a tUstory.
Every single act they've ever had: De La SoU1,
Coolio, Queen Latifah, Digital Un
I
mean, those are al~ historical acts in -I!'JK:•P
and now we're a pift of that family
really good but it's ilso a big weight
ar'l 'Our>Sb~. but we gonna take it to the
top. We like that ~t, that pressure.

T: Have you ~f§>uring?
L: We're doing radio promos. We're SCBrting a
couple of tours in the west coast. HopewfY,
we're coming to Chicago. We have a lot of
stuff lined up from radio stations. We're on
promo tours now.

....Next Page
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T : Have you performed with other artists?
RC: We collaborated with our cousins from Cherish. Before we

T : Do you listen to other genres of music besides hip hop?
RC: We're big fans of music. We love a lot of oldies and soul like Ella

recorded, we were kickin' it in the studio and we came back to L.A.
and we found out they were our cousins. E-40 is on two joints on our
album. It would be crazy to work with Jay Z or Kanye West.

Fitzgerald and Billie Holiday up until now like Neyo and Usher. We like
good songs and good music. We may put on a pop artist or a rock
artist here or there.

T: Do you have any musical mentors?
RC: Jay Z. That dude took being a rapper to the next level. He owns

T: Are you interested in acting?
L: We actually did a little acting when we were younger. We're enter-

alcohol, clubs, a record label, and basketball teams. We're trying to do It
like him. Musically, we look up to him.

tainers.

ple?
RC: A ll that matters is the music. If you do any type of art. you gotta
do it in a positive way. Hip hop IS a culture. There's a lot of positive.
Our music got a good vibe to it.

RC: Nowadays. you gotta be your own person or group. Don't let people take advantage of you. It do pay off. If you give I 00%, you'll get that
back. Really focus on yourself and do what you gotta do. We were in
the rain selling our COs. If you believe in yourself, you'll make it.

*"' Thts quote was taken from

the group's web site,

T: Do you try to imitate other arttsts or do you have your own style?
RC: We're not like anybody else. We have very disttncttve voices, but
we are influenced by a lot of artists.

MusicReview: Sammie
By Whitney Helm
YoungWomen's Leadership Charter School

Remember the song "I like it" by R&B artist, Sammie? The
talented young singer was discovered by a grade school teacher
and w on "A pollo Kids", later releasing his debut CD, "From the

song, "My Own Way", Sammie sings about breaking free from his
mother's protection and "finding his own way", something many
teens, espectally seniors, can relate to.

Bottom to the Top", in 2000.After a six year hiatus to "be a kid",
he has returned with his new mature self-titled album. Now 18,
the kid friendly love songs have been replaced with funky beats
from

Jazzy Pha and one song entitled "What about your friend"

Overall, the album was worth the six year wait; it is truly an
album in which all teens can relate to. It is one of those rare
findings that you can listen to from beginning to end, without

in which Sammie rejects a girl for her friend. This album lyrically
tells about a young man who has matured in his time out of the

skipping a track. The upbeat "club" songs make you want to
dance around in your bedroom or car, while the love songs make

spotlight and provides songs that even older folks can groove to.

you want to share them with someone special or make you long

Love songs, such as " Mission Impossible" and " Back 2 Love'', will

for a lost love. The songs on the album touch base with every
thought or experience we, as teens, have had. I give this CD: 8/ I 0

make anyone w ant to take back their gir lfriend or boyfriend.
Sammie also chronicles his struggle into adulthood. With the
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T: Do you two have any advice for young aspiring entertainers?
T: Do ypu think hip hop music has a negative influence on young peo-
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Are Black Males Priorities Straight?
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By Camille

J. Villegas

Clemente H igh School
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In today's society, there are few African American males who are successful in America and who have significant influences on other black males.
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Such role models include Earvin "Magic" Johnson, Senator Barack O bama, and
Rev. Jesse Jackson; the list goes on. However, even though these talented males
are making a great impact on the black communities, do black men, in general,
have their priorities straight?
Prisons and jails are filled with Black and Latino males. African American boys
as young as ten years of age are selling drugs and gang banging just to make a
"quick dollar."
Some attend schools with failing curriculums, and can barely read at their
grade level, while others attend school on a regular basis and are trying to
change negative black male statistics. Once in a blue moon, one hears about a
black male doing something positive in his school or community, however, we
read and hear about blacks killing one another more often. While hip hop
artists write lyrics about the "hood", sex, drugs, and alcohol, do they ever
think about how this might affect the next generation?

Does American society want to see more blacks in jail than in office? As a
young African American and Latino woman, I would love to see more people
of color in offi ce than in jail. Many blacks believe that because we came to
America as slaves and laborers, it is de stined that we stay at the bottom of
the social totem pole. Some be lieve that black males are only supposed to
take "black people" jobs as mailmen, drug dealers, construction workers, o r
even working at corner stores. What was t he purpose of the Civil Rights
Movement, if people have set low goals fo r themselves or none at all? Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. and others fo ught so that we , as blacks and even
browns, could have access to an education and better jobs.
In 2006, you still see many black young men on the corner selling drugs, gang
banging, and stealing. However, you can also see African American males
going to school and taking advantage of their education. You will see black
males going off to college, and more blacks in polit ics, in economics, in the
judicial system and in the educational profession. These men have their priorities straight and are planning t heir futu res as successful black men; young
black men, making a change in America's society.

Teens & relationships
By Chardonnay Henry
North Lawndale College Prep High School

What is a relationship? What does a teen look for in a relationship? Do teens
today know what it is to be in a relationship? Do you think that one parent
not being present in a child's life will effect how they react with future relationships? In some cases yes, the absence of one parent will affect the way a
child will react to future relationships. For example, not having a male role
model in your life is not good because there is nobody there to tell you what
is right and what's wrong. Sure your mother is there to help guide you but
without a male model it's different. Daughters need to have that daughter
father bond. It's the same way with males and their father. The daughter is supposed to be daddy's little girl and the son is a mother's boy. After being or
feeling abandoned by someone that you love you want somebody to just be
there for you. Some people hang on to bad relationships just because that person or groups of people are there. Other people just look for attention in all
the wrong places. For example, dating boys that who not your age, doing
drugs, and hanging out all night. These are things that the average teenager
would not do.
Without your parent being present for you growing up could
lead to future problems. Maybe that is why so many people are confused
about a lot of things such as relationships. Should teenagers date at a young
age? It's not good emotionally because there could be a lot of mixed feelings
about what you feel and what you want. Another reason could be peer pressure. Should you do something that your friends are doing even if you're not

ready or unsure of your decisions? If there is something that you want to do
but fear the consequences why do it? There should be no pressure on you
to make decisions that you don't want to make. A lot of teens get confused
about positive friends and negative friends. Positive friends contribute good
things to the friendship, and negative friends pressure you to do bad things.
That is the difference; many people don't know the difference between the
tWO.

Many reasons why teens don't know what decisions are right
and which are wrong because they don't have that figure there to tell them.
For some teens they tend to look for things in there mates that they are
missing at home. Male's and female's tend to do t his without even knowing
it. The "Oedipus complex" is defined as a male child's unconscious desire for
the exclusive love of his mother. The "Electra Complex" is an ambiguous
psychiatric concept which explains the maturation of the human female. It is
said to be the female counterpart to the Oedipus complex in males. Does
teens understand what what it means to be in a relationship? Teens really
should really take into consideration while dating. I don't think that parents
understand what teenagers go through in our everyday life. Parents should
talk to their children to understand how their child feels about one parent
not being present in their life. If more parents do this the world would be a
better place with less confusion.

editorial

Destroying Ourselves
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We have been destroying ourselves for centuries and it still hasn 't
come to a stop. We inject ourselves with this horrid drug while still
trying to kill each other over a dice game. When will we stop? Will we
still continue w1th the rape, drugs, murder agatnst ourselves? How can
we stop this for generations to come?
We constantly talk about how the wh1te man is trymg to pull us
down, when we ourselves further cause destruction People everyday
die over the overdose of drugs and we still continue to use them.
Children and teens get molested and raped every hour of the day, that
doesn't still stop the fathers and uncles from domg 1t to their children,
nieces and nephews. Young lad1es talk about each other, ready to fight
because the girl has on a new outfit and they are hattng; or the g1rl 1s
ready to fight because the other girl is talkmg to their boyfriend and
they feel that she is a threat.

eas1est money IS drug money. But when w1ll we stop looking for the
eas1est way out. Basketball IS a sport that I truly adm1re; but that is the
only thtng that young men are looking forward to, because it's easy
throwing a ball tnto a net. We figure it's hard to conduct surgery or
argue their case in front of a jury, or even count some money for a
bank or corporation.
"We need to start successful busmesses tn our community rather
than trymg to be a basketball player." Myleson Colltns sa1d. "We need
to start commumcatmg w1th each other also and not be all for ourselves " We don't fail because others try to bring us down : we fa1l
because we have the strength and courage to pull ourselves up. Soon as
a black-owned busmess comes to the neighborhood, we are ready to
bust the wmdows or draw graffiti on the doors. For the young and old,
when will we get out of th1s child1sh m1ndset? When will we grow up?

When will we grow tired? Instead of encouragmg them, the older
men tell the younger ones that they don't have to worry about getting
a job; they can work for them on the corner, because the quickest and
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By Patricia Casas, 15 years old
Whitney Young High School
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In addition, Thanksgiving seems more traditional than spiritual
nowadays.Aithough many people put forth the effort to praise God and
wide grin
keep Him in mind that day, the commercial aspect plays the most signifiappea
recall
tmo
e o m1
ppiness, and, for cant role in the holiday. People become so preoccupied with the special
some, a feeling of closeness with God. As if that is not enough, the fact
holiday sales and the allusion of food and relaxation that they often forthat there is no school on the holiday is the cherry on top. However, to get about God. Furthermore, the upcoming season of Christmas carries
me,Thanksgiving means none of that. Personally, Thanksgiving strengththem off like the tide into another wave of hysterical shopping and
ens the values that have guided me into a happy and more successful
money spending.
course of life.
Considering the above, I have conscientiously decided not to celeAround the time of November, schoolchildren in grammar schools
brate Thanksgiving. I do respect the beliefs of others and agree that
are often encouraged to color Thanksgiving scenes in class. These usually experiencing mouth-watering food, family unity, and a relationship with
include pictures of Native Americans and Pilgrims preparing for and din- God is not only good, but commendable. However, my personal desire
ing in a feast of fresh foods and vegetables.The schools seem to paint a for a genuine, close relationship with God every day of the year impels
picture of peace and harmony. However, personal research has revealed me to cling closely to the principles and values set in the Bible. I do not
to me that Thanksgiving is more complex than publicly disclosed. This
feel like I'm missing out because although sales come and go, because of
one day of thanks was succeeded by a history of war and violence
my trying to follow God, I can be happy with my relationship with God
between the settlers and the Natives.This illusion of peace quickly faded and my family every day of the year.
as the Native Americans' land was threatened by the invading Pilgrims.
The seemingly genuine harmony between these two groups appeared
and disappeared in a mist.

What Does Thanksgiving Mean to YOU?
By Mary Strus, I 5 years old
Whitney Young High School
Americans gave thanks for the plentiful amount of food they had and for
each other.
Thanksgiving is a holiday that both my family and I wait for all
mean
year. Even though my parents are immigrants from Poland, we still celear ~
ivai o
e
Thanksgiving is the most popular
umn celebration. In 1941 , Congress brate Thanksgiving. The house is decorated with an autumn theme. We
have the usual Thanksgiving foods: turkey, sweet potatoes, cranberry
permanently established the fourtli hursday of every November as a
sauce, and pumpkin pie. It is one of the best times of the year because
national holiday. Thanksgiving is when I am thankful for all of the wonderful and necessary things that I take for granted everyday.
The first the whole family is together. I have a chance to reflect on what I am
thankful for. I am thankful for my family because they are my support
official Thanksgiving took place in 1621 . Near the end of the Plymouth
colony's first year in America, the settlers gave thanks for a plentiful first system. I am also thankful for having a home to live in, food to eat, and
harvest. They thanked God and they also thanked the Native Americans clothes to wear. Thanksgiving is a day when I am truly thankful that I
have all of these things, while others may not be fortunate enough to
for helping them learn how to grow food. They invited their Native
have them.
American helpers, Squanto, Samoset, and Chief Massasoit, to share in
their Thanksgiving feast. The Native Americans brought their families,
People are supposed to give thanks for all that they have in their
life and be grateful that they have them.Thanksgiving is an American tranumbering over ninety people. The Pilgrims were overwhelmed, and
dition and it needs to be celebrated by all Americans. It is a part of our
they didn't have enough food. The Wampanoags, however, brought
turkey, deer, berries, squash, cornbread, and beans - foods that they had culture, and we have to celebrate this beautiful tradition so it will not
farmed and shown the Pilgrims how to care for. The pilgrims and Native die.
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By Adam Cohen, 14 years old
Whitney Young High School
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the winter season. Growing up in Chicago, I have always loved
winter. The snow, the break from school, and the overall feeling of
winter appeal to me. Even though it is usually cold before
Thanksgiving. the holiday marks the beginning of the real holiday
get, our families are t ere fo
season. There are already holidays such as Christmas and
us during the bad times and ide us through the good times.
While friends are replaceable, family is not. On Thanksgiving, peo- Hanukah coming up in December. Next comes New Years, and
then back to work.
ple take a few moments to realize how great it is to have those
you love all around you. The holiday is really not about the turkey In concluston, Thanksgiving should be looked at as a happy time of
and the football game. All of those things just make the time with the year. It is a time to have fun with family, and a time to prepare
for the upcoming holiday season As you ear turkey around the
your loved ones even more precious. The real meaning of
Thanksgiving is to be able to have at least one weekend complete- big dming room table, remember to appreciate the people who
ly devoted to family.
you are eating with. Enjoy the company, and do not take the good
Another thing that comes to mmd when I think ofThanksgivmg is times for granted. Most tmportantly. enjoy yourself.

"The mission of the Youth Erflx>werment CEnter is to provide
a safe space for lesbian, gay, bisexual, tronsgender and
questioning youth and their strnight allies ages 24 and under:
We aim to affirm their identities, while also respecting
diversity within our comrrunity. We provide social,
cultural, and educational opportunities to ~r
young people and inspire positive social change."
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